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C
ase Study: A

ustralian Scholarships Foundation

The Australian Scholarships Foundation (ASF) provides educational scholarships to Australian not-
for-profit (NFP) board members, managers, and volunteers. ASF and SugarCRM partner Loaded 
Technologies deployed Sugar Professional to track and manage ASF’s educational partners and 
scholarship applicants. The Sugar solution boosted ASF’s operational efficiency by 1000 percent, 
while supporting a 300 percent increase in scholarships awarded.

Business Challenges
ASF negotiates with accredited education and training providers across Australia to provide free or 
discounted executive management, mentoring, and training programs in a range of management 
disciplines. These providers include universities, for-profit colleges, professional services 
associations, and businesses with in-house education and training programs. 

The foundation began operations in 2008, working with six education partners. That year ASF 
offered 30 scholarships with a total value of $400,000. At that point, scholarship application, 
evaluation, and tracking were largely manual processes, managed with spreadsheets. But as the 
need for ASF’s services grew, the organization needed a system that could:

•	 Manage increasing transaction and application volume
•	 Deliver greater visibility and transparency into the application process
•	 Operate cost effectively within funding constraints
•	 Support more effective marketing and segmentation
•	 Enable ASF to communicate confidently with scholarship funders and applicants  

The Solution: Sugar Professional 
For guidance in finding and vetting a system, foundation CEO Amy Lyden consulted Mark Tallis, 
Director of Consulting for Loaded Technologies, a SugarCRM Gold Partner. “When we started talking 
with ASF, we saw their problems in two areas,” explains Tallis. “One was managing the sales pipeline, 
and Sugar was ideal for that. The second was managing the application process—taking applications 
online, evaluating and short-listing them, awarding the scholarships, and so forth.”

Tallis and his developers took an agile development approach to the ASF project, using frequent 
prototypes to show Lyden the solution’s capabilities and structure and to encourage her participation 
in the process. For example, “She wanted to store a number of entities like scholarships and courses 
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ASF Boosts Scholarship Volume by  
300 Percent with No Staff Increase
Sugar Professional is the Key to Managing Educational Partners 
and Scholarship Applicants

“Sugar Professional absolutely supports our 300% increase in 
scholarships offered. We simply would not be able to deliver these results 
cost effectively without the automated solution we’ve implemented.”

Amy Lyden, CEO, Australian Scholarships Foundation
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that required customization within Sugar,” Tallis continues. “And we showed her how that could be done. So as the solution 
grew, she was quite confident that it would work for her business.”

The first phase of the solution focused on the sales pipeline, building the processes and supporting data to manage the 
institutions that are providing courses and course funding or referring personnel to apply for scholarships. “There were a lot 
of contacts and relationships on both sides of the scholarship equation that needed to be managed,” notes Tallis. “We were 
really building a data map of the not-for-profit sector at the executive level.” Lyden elaborates, “Prior to Sugar, we collected 
all data on a Word document that was emailed to us, assessors then had to print out and work through their own system of 
assessing.  We were unable to communicate with certain groups of people without a lot of manual sorting.”

For scholarship application tracking, Loaded Technologies integrated Sugar with Moodle, an open source learning 
management system (LMS). In Moodle, multiple individuals could assess scholarship applications, produce an aggregate 
score for each, and select recipients. “The results from Moodle fed back into Sugar,” Tallis says, “which then has the 
complete picture: who applied, who won, and all of the people who’ve won that scholarship in the past.”  Loaded Technologies 
also integrated Sugar with Joomla, an open source content management system, which provides the web front end for ASF.

Business Benefits
Sugar has delivered a 10-fold increase in operational efficiency and supported a 300 percent increase in the volume of 
scholarships offered without requiring additional staff. “Our new online applications system has given us a 10x increase in 
our ability to process applications,” Lyden comments. “In our latest round, we processed nearly 1,000 applications in only 
three days and awarded 325 scholarships. In the past, the most we could have handled was about 100 applications.”

In addition, Sugar’s ease of use proved to be a big advantage with ASF’s reliance on volunteers and part-time workers. “The 
system had to be user friendly,” Tallis points out. “If a new worker comes in who can spend three or four weeks with ASF, he 
or she has to be up and running very quickly.”

And, for outreach and client communication, ASF runs all its email marketing through Sugar. This has eliminated the expense 
of a third-party vendor, which cost the foundation $1,000 annually.

“We now have a system that captures all the data we need in one place,” concludes Lyden.  “Sugar allows easy segmentation 
and communication. And it’s extremely user friendly.”

About ASF
Australian Scholarships Foundation is Australia’s only national, independent, not-for-profit (NFP) organization solely focused 
on providing and facilitating scholarships for the education, training and development of NFP board members, management 
and volunteers. Each year ASF funds and facilitates scholarships in the corporate, private, and public education and training 
sectors, improving the productivity, efficiency and effectiveness of NFP organizations and their people.

About Loaded Technologies
Loaded Technologies is a professional solutions provider focused on helping businesses attract, convert and retain customers 
through online technologies. We specialize in the deployment, customization, integration and hosting of CRM; web design 
and development; and online marketing solutions. We have been a SugarCRM Gold Partner since 2005 and were awarded 
SugarCRM Australia’s Most Valuable Partner in 2011. Services include consulting, development, implementation, 
customization, integration, hosting and training.
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